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Mr. Mayur Rao is having MBA in finance from Gujarat Technological University. He secured 37th in
Gujarat as per GTUinfo.in for overall CPI 8.5, in MBA external exams (summer 2011) and ranked 2 nd in
college for the same. He cracked UGC NET (Management) in the June, 2012. He is pursuing his Ph.D.
from Sardar Patel University in the area of Banking since January, 2015.
He is working as an Assistant Professor at Anand Institute of Management (MBA) since 12th December,
2013. He is having total 5 years of experience in the field of Academics and 1.5 years of Research
Experience. His experience is blend of Academic Teaching and Administration.
He deals with the subjects of Accounts, Costing, Legal Aspects of Business, Security Analysis &
Portfolio Management and Risk Management. He has immense interest in the Stock Market and he
carries a practical approach to deal with subjects. Considering the teaching methods, live case studies,
real time examples, Quiz related to topics and Discussion are being considered by him. He follows the
approach of Fun and Learn in teaching, this makes his subjects interesting. He is also project guide for
various MBA projects like SIP, CP and GCSR.
Besides his primary duty of Teaching, he also possess accountabilities of several secondary duties,
which work as a catalyst in smooth functioning of the Institute. He is GTU coordinator, establishing the
liaison between college and university; he keeps the tracks of all GTU circulars, correspondence and
assures timely implementation of required things. He is co-ordinating Mid Sem as well as University
external exams- commencing from planning, till its effective execution is assured by him. He is also
involved in planning and execution of various activities organized by college as an active team member.
He is appointed as Management Representative (MR) of the Institute for the implementation of ISO
9001:2015, he has successfully accomplished the task allotted to him. He also have active presence in
various roles assigned to him by GTU viz. Examiner for Paper assessment, Observer duties, External
and Internal Examiner for Viva – Voce.
He is also invited as Guest speaker, Visiting Faculty for various topics by other UG and PG institutes.
He also involved in consultancy work in the form of career counselling, Personality Development
sessions for other institutes.
He has participated and presented Research papers in various International and National level seminars.
He has also shown presence in various Faculty Development Programme and Workshops. He has
published varied Research papers in reputed National and International journals.
His contribution is obliging for smooth functioning of Institute.

